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POs, PSOs and ('Qs

PROGRAM OUTCOME:

POl: Students will be able to articulate the differences between s€veral visual communication

models, including semiotics and formalism and apply them in media industry.

PO2: Develop and the ability to identiS a broad range of visual communication products

throughout history and relate them to the respective social, political, economic and

philosophical contexts.

PO3: Take individual and team responsibility to articulate how works of art reflect and relate to
the natural and built environments of their time.

P04: Understand various techniques and tool in communication media

PO5: Understand and apply the ethical issues n rr,edia.

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOME

PSOI: Demonshate effective speaking, effective writing and listening skills for communication
in personal, public and media areas and also to demonstrate the ability to apply
communication theories to analyze contemporary problems.

PSo2: The ability to synthesize the use of drawing, twodimensional design, and color, beginning
with basic studies and continuing tfi,roughout the degree progfim toward the development
of advanced capabilities.

PSo3: show working knowledge in computer applications and apply standard practices in
software project development.

PSO4: Possess image and video editing skills by using editing software.
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SEMESTER I:
coRE I - INTRODUCTION TO VISUAL COMMLJMCATTON (15UVC01)
COI: Understand about communication as skill expressions, and the basics of human

communication.
CO2z Knowledge about, elements and the different levels of communication.

CO3: Conceive a, fundamentals and principles ofdesip using different approaches.

CO4: Identifo a color psychology and theories

CO5: It facilitates their ability to identiry the problem and search for solution refinement,

amlysis, decision making, and implementation and communicate effectively in any

aspocts.

ALLIED I PAPER I - BASIC OF COMPUTERS (TSUCSAOT)

COl: Employ necessary background knowledge in different computer application in the media

indusry.
CO2: Demonsfate about graphics systems such as Vo devices, display devices, hard copy

devices and so on.

CO3: Know about MS-Oflice and its applications and word processing Techmques such as Matl

Merge-Ms Excel-Spread Sheet& Crraph preparation-power point-presentation and

projection-OHP & slide preparation etc.,

CO4: Provide the details about Desk Top publishing and desiping various layouh for print
production such as production of POP materials, direct mailers, brochures, posters,

package desips, corporate identity manual, brand identity manual, stationeries, etc.

CO5: Articulate about evolution of internet and internet concepts.

SBEC r - PHOTOSHOP (rsUVCSor)
COI: Understand about Adobe Photoshop software *fiich Working with images in Layers.
co2: composite images and learns about pen tool and use of clone stamp image use of masks

and Blending images.

CO3: Manipulate layers through ordering, positioning, scaling, rotation, and adjustments.
co4: create advanced selection in layering techniques, character settings, type masks and

special effects in a professional design project.
co5: Articulate about filters and retouching, ricks and techniques in photoshop images.
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SEMESTERTWO:
CORE II - GRAPHIC COMMUNTCATION (T5UVCO2)

COI: Show practical knowledge in graphic communication aod its Design Principles and

Elements.

CO2: Know about theory of design such as white Space, Shape, Space- positive space, negative

space and deep space, and Rhythm

CO3: work with the help of Color theories for creating Designing logos, business cards and

letterheads, Brochure, Danglers.

CO4: Use typogaphy for digital uses such as page layout, fonts, body, measurements, spacing,

point s]'stems, and also knowledge about essentials of qpography such as Rpe style bit
mapped fonts, and post script fonts and so on.

CO5: Acquire lmowledge about desigring software such as CorelDraw, Photoshop.

ALLIED I PAPER IT . HTML AND WEB DESIGNING (15UCSAO2)

On completion ofCourse, the students should be able to

COl: Demonstate about basic structue of an HTML document such as creating an HTML
document, Mark up Tags, Headrng, Paragraphs, and Line Breaks and so on.

CO2: Inculcate about elements of html such as working with Text, Working with Lists, Tables

and Frames, Working with Hlperlinks, Images and so on.

CO3: Articulate web design principles involved in developing a web site.

CO4: lnowledge about history of internet.

COS: Work on developing and publishing the web sites.

SBEC rr - coREL DRAW (15WCS02)
COI: Demonsfate about Basics of CorelDraw software and its drawing tools such as Tex Tool,

Entering Artistic Tex! Entering Paragraph Text-Converting and Formatting Text-
Changing the Font Size, Arranging Objects, Ordering the Objects and so on.

CO2: articulate about the text based work such as entering paragraph, converting text, ordering
the objects, changing the font bullets and so on.

CO3: Understand about Bitmap lrnages, Vector Image, Resizing Rotating, Skewing, Moving
Cropping, Importing Images, Adding Special Effects, Convertirg to Bitmap &Exporting
Images.

co4: knowledge about work on variety of images such as bitrnap images, vector images, like
resizing, rotating skewing, moving, cropping, importing and exporting images.

coS: work on page layout such as business cards, pamphlets, banners newspapers, books and soon..:
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